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Neu
uroInDx Un
nveils Kuiq
qpickTM, itss
New Cell
C and Tissue Acquisition Sysstem for Reesearch Laabs
Innovatiive Device iss more Cost‐eeffective and
d Easier to U
Use than Exissting Laser‐a
assisted Systtems

LOS ANG
GELES – (Fe
eb. 19, 201
13) – NeuroInDx, Inc.,, a biotech
h company focused on
n the
developm
ment of novvel technolo
ogies for the
e biological sciences, to
oday unveileed an innovvative
new cell and tissue acquisition
a
instrument, KuiqpickTM, which is siggnificantly less expensivee and
easier for researcherrs to use in the lab than existing laseer‐assisted m
microdissection systems.
Kuiqpick costs less th
han $30,000
0 per device,, or about onne‐fourth th
he cost of exxisting system
ms. It
has the additional capacity
c
to collect cellss from tissu es and cultures withou
ut affecting their
viability. This means the collecte
ed cells can then
t
be cultuured in the lab.
“Kuiqpickk is an exciting new development in
n the biomeddical researcch field, opening the doo
or for
more lab
bs to conducct the criticaal collection
n of live cellls and tissuee areas for examination
n and
culturingg,” said Stan Karsten, Ph
hD, NeuroIn
nDx chief sciientific officcer and co‐fo
ounder. “Fo
or too
long, the
e high cost of tissue microdissecti
m
on and celll sorting tecchnologies h
have limited
d cell
specific research.
r
With the intro
oduction of Kuiqpick, m ore labs and
d researchers can afford the
technolo
ogy they need to advance
e the pace of
o discovery.”
Rebecca Stockton, PhD,
P
a University of Caalifornia, Loss Angeles (U
UCLA) assisttant professsor of
K
to study
s
cerebrral cavernouus malformaations, a diseease of the b
brain.
pediatriccs, uses the Kuiqpick
She said the Kuiqpicck is “perfect for colleccting small aabnormal blood vesselss from the brain
tissue an
nd specific ce
ells from cultures based
d on their foorm and stru
ucture, or th
heir morpho
ology,
which is critical for my
m research.”
“We can get exactly the sampless we need, quickly
q
and eeasily,” she ssaid. “We highly recomm
mend
the Kuiqp
pick for labs needing an efficient and cost‐effecttive microdiissection sysstem.”
Originallyy conceived at UCLA and
d further de
eveloped by NeuroInDx, Kuiqpick caan be attached to
an inverted microsccope to disssect brain tissue
t
slicess at the celllular resolu
ution and co
ollect
on initiates the collectio
on of
individuaal cells from various cell cultures. A single presss of a butto
the brain
n tissue areaa or cells intto a disposab
ble capillaryy unit. Colleccted tissue ssamples are then
transferrred to a test tube for furrther experim
mentation.

“Kuiqpick is a novel and highly accurate system that has already proven to be extremely
efficient in the isolation of specific cell populations from live and freshly frozen brain tissues,”
said Dr. Lili C. Kudo, president and CEO of NeuroInDx, Inc. “It can be successfully used in a
variety of molecular studies, including stem cell research, genomics and proteomics.”
With the introduction of Kuiqpick, NeuroInDx will be providing custom cell and tissue collection
services and subsequent gene expression microarray experiments. Scientists and researchers
will be able to request specific brain microdissection from NeuroInDx, thus saving time and
funding to push their projects forward.
About NeuroInDx, Inc.
NeuroInDx, Inc., founded in 2006, is focused on discovering and developing novel technologies
and platforms for biological sciences. Based upon a strong team of scientists and engineers
from diverse technical backgrounds, NeuroInDx has established a unique blend of capabilities.
Its core expertise is in engineering, methods development, neuroscience, molecular biology and
bioengineering. It is committed to developing innovative instrumentation and advancing
technologies in the areas of neuroscience, functional genomics, diagnostics and drug target
discovery. For more information, please visit www.NeuroInDx.com

